Minutes of SAPU meeting – 21.04.2022

Meeting time (CET): 18:15

Present: Jake, Magnus F, Magnus R, Stine, Olivia S, Anders, Lorraine, Elias, Malene, Oda,
Kristoffer

Agenda
1. Approval of notice and minute of meetings
Approved
2. Report from all positions
2.1 Financial responsible
Getting access through Vegard, bank is taking their time.
2.2 Communication responsible
Nothing to report
2.3 Communication Responsible for International Students
Have started the fieldwork meetups (Fieldwork Support Group). Has gone well
so far.
2.4 Program Council representatives
There's been two meetings since our last meeting. Some small discussion
about books being switched out. There's has been much discussion about the
study barometer - BA has gone down. Applicability is still the biggest concern.
Nothing has been done, but things are in the works. Master has been
improved. 2 sensors have been postponed to 2023. Study groups will not be
done by students, but since it was well-liked it will be implemented in some

form. Meeting about decolonising the curriculum - we are lacking in diversity.
Another meeting will happen on this later. Will be open to others.
We now have to show the FN sustainability goals on our course page.
Program evaluation needs one more bachelor's student.
Suggestions to the issue of applicability has several solutions - more speakers?
Comments: Concern about applicability is also an issue in NAF - doing an
investigation into this.

2.5 Department Board representatives
Nothing to report
2.6 SVSU representative
Not present - meeting next monday
2.7 Study activity responsible
Jake: Second-years not getting an extension on their final paper. In regards to
the kitchen - not approved as the people in the HF building use it specifically
for themselves… Anthrobreakfast is done for the year - a great success
Anders: Study night only one day a week. Has done experimentation on how
to do the study night social media posting. The same people show up - the
people who come in the beginning stay. How should we get as many people to
become regulars? Presentations, social media posts, big event, canvas posts.
2.8 Social Media Coordinator
Posting on demand - busy time. Way more traffic this year than last year,
overall a good semester - a known platform for SAI and UIO.
2.9 SAF (UIO Students of Social Anthropology)
First years might start SAF up again - we should make sure this happens, as
SAF is an important part to student life and something we all miss.
2.10

ASA

The trip was good. The student project was fun. A success! and informative.

Magnus has a secret plan to start up Anthropress again next year on his
masters.

3. Kenneth meeting update

Will happen next week.

4.

Graduation for MA and BA update

Jake and Magnus will speak. Graduation in June. Trying to find other speakers - will

post on social media channels. All is sorted otherwise. 3000 from SAPU is still

available.

5. SAPU and social media passwords (Elias)

People need to log out on social media platforms - We don't have the password

written down and we often need to hunt it down.

Suggestion to go through the drive and organise passwords.

People should write a small text about the role they have had and suggestions as to

what they should do.

6. Bringing the Sami into the curriculum (Kristoffer)

Students want to have more Sami related curriculum. This is connected to the

decolonising the curriculum in general. Kristoffer will go to the forum

7. Evaluation panel (Stine)

Already discussed.

8. Any other matters
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